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It is well established that people living in adverse conditions tend to score lower on a variety of social and cognitive tests. However, recent research shows that people may also develop ‘hidden talents’, that is, mental abilities that are enhanced through adversity. The hidden talents program sets out to document these abilities, their development, and their manifestations in different contexts. Although this approach has led to new insights and findings, it also comes with theoretical and methodological challenges. Here, we discuss six of these challenges. We conclude that the hidden talents approach is promising, but there is much scope for refining ideas and testing assumptions. We discuss our goal to advance this research program with integrity despite the current incentives in science.

Introduction to the Hidden Talents Approach

It is well known that people living in adverse conditions, such as poverty, tend to score lower on a variety of cognitive tests [1,2]. These findings have led to the deficit model, which holds that chronic stress impairs brain structure and function in ways that undermine mental abilities. Policies and interventions based on the deficit model have had mixed success, but have generally improved the lives of many people. However, we have argued that the deficit model is incomplete, in that it lacks a focus on the ways in which adaptive developmental processes shape social and cognitive abilities in contexts of adversity. Therefore to complement the prevailing deficit model, we propose the ‘hidden talents’ approach [3,4].

The hidden talents approach focuses on mental abilities that are enhanced through adversity [3,4]. The scientific goal of the approach is to map these abilities, their development, and their manifestations in different contexts. The applied goal is to leverage knowledge about hidden talents in education and the workplace. The hidden talents approach should not be viewed as an alternative to the deficit model, but as an ally. Together, these perspectives offer a more well-rounded view (Figure 1). However, this view does not imply that adaptation and impairment have equal weights in shaping abilities. Even when impairment reduces an ability more than adaptation improves it, a complete understanding includes both processes.

The hidden talents approach acknowledges that poverty and adversity are harmful. It is undesirable for people to grow up in either poverty or adversity or both. The research program does not defend the status quo: we need to eradicate poverty and, where it exists, make every effort to reduce social and structural barriers for people living in poverty [5]. We also recognize that poverty is not synonymous with stress, and that poverty and adversity have separable effects on cognition [6,7]. People living in poverty have many diverse experiences, even if they are more often exposed to stressful events [1,8,9]. Although our focus is not on impairment, it should be clear that we value approaches that seek to understand, prevent, and repair deficits that result from adverse conditions.

Highlights

The hidden talents approach investigates social and cognitive abilities that are enhanced through adversity; this approach has led to new findings; however, it also comes with theoretical and methodological challenges.

Hidden talents may include the ability to detect and memorize threats, find creative solutions, understand other people, and deal with changing environments.

To date, some results support the hidden talents approach, others contradict it, and still others provide mixed evidence; thus, there is much scope for future research to advance knowledge.

Formal theory and empirical studies should explore how specific forms of adversity shape mental abilities in different ways, and how impairment and adaptation interact.

The study of cognitive development in adverse conditions is moving towards a well-rounded view that includes impairments, compensatory strategies, and enhanced abilities.
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Assumptions of the Hidden Talents Approach

The hidden talents approach contributes a unique focus on social and cognitive abilities that are enhanced by adversity, as quantified by objective benchmarks, such as speed or accuracy [3,4]. Existing theories of adaptive development in adverse conditions have focused on physiological, dispositional, and behavioral responses (e.g., accelerated reproductive development, insecure attachment style, or steep future discounting), but not on criterion-referenced skills. The hidden
Four assumptions guide the hidden talents program. First, adaptive developmental processes improve the fit between individuals and their environments. This is true whether the environment is safe and supportive or harsh and unpredictable. Second, because different dimensions of adversity pose unique challenges, specific forms of adversity (e.g., abuse versus neglect) may shape mental abilities in different ways [9–12]. Hence, our method is to measure exposures to specific dimensions of stress, rather than cumulative adversity, and link them to specific abilities thought to be useful under those conditions. Third, the approach assumes that people perform best when tested in contexts and with materials that match their lived experiences. As such, we strive to make test materials relevant for people living in adverse conditions and to create test settings that do not evoke test anxiety (e.g., working with a diverse staff to conduct research in the community). Fourth, the approach assumes that some skills that enable people to function in harsh, unpredictable environments can be leveraged to promote success in mainstream contexts, such as schools and workplaces. These assumptions form the core of the research program.

Here, we emphasize theoretical and methodological challenges for the hidden talents program, and illustrate these using empirical examples. Our goal is to inform readers about the promise and pitfalls of this program. Too often, the current incentives in science reward people and programs that overstate theoretical and empirical support (Box 1). This practice distorts the scientific record and leads researchers down blind alleys. Therefore, we also highlight limitations and gaps in the hidden talents program, while also showcasing its strengths.

**Challenge 1: Measuring Adaptive Outcomes**

Adaptation refers to the fit between organisms and their environments. This is true whether the environment differs between disciplines. In clinical and developmental

---

**Box 1. Advancing a New Research Program with Integrity**

The hidden talents approach is appealing: we all want better outcomes for people who suffer. This appeal is not only attractive, but also dangerous. It tempts producers and consumers of information to be less critical of ideas and evidence. This problem is exacerbated by the current incentives in science, which favor polished narratives presented with data that appear to support the hypotheses [81,82]. However, the times are changing. Over the past decade, there have been significant efforts to make research more transparent [83,84]. We support these efforts. Transparency does not guarantee quality, but it does create access to the information needed to evaluate quality [82]. Meta-scientist Simine Vazire insightfully noted that transparency ensures research gets the credibility it deserves [89].

Transparent research is likely to result in mixed findings, even when there is a true effect [87–89]. To estimate effect sizes accurately, it is best to have a complete scientific record. Towards this end, researchers may consider writing up data sets that are currently in a file-drawer, for instance, because they did not show the expected association between adversity and a measure of cognitive outcomes. There is also scope for conducting secondary data analyses that involve a variety of statistical techniques, alongside null hypothesis testing, to make null results maximally informative [80]. Researchers might use Bayes analyses (e.g., Bayes Factors), for instance, to explore whether the observed data is more likely to be generated by the null hypothesis than by alternative hypotheses, and by how much [91]. Null results can also provide insight into intact abilities and compensatory strategies. For instance, Markant et al. [92] showed that infants from low socioeconomic conditions showed worse memory performance in a spatial cueing task if they encoded objects with basic orienting processes; however, their performance showed no difference if they used selective attention during encoding.

It is important for a balanced pattern to see the light of day, because the prevailing frameworks set priors for the plausibility of new findings. Frankenhuys and Nettle [93] argued that: ‘a theoretical framework that acknowledges strengths can counteract publication bias. Without this framework, scholars are more likely to interpret nondeficit results (i.e., intact or enhanced performance) as a fluke, and journals might hesitate to publish such results, when actually the data offer genuine insight. With this framework, scholars who unexpectedly find nondeficit results can explicitly state this violation of their predictions and then consider whether performance reflects adaptation to context’ ([93], p. 16) (for instance, see [94] for a report of an unexpected positive association between more paternal transitions and improved effortful control).
psychology, criteria include values such as health and well-being. In biology, adaptation refers to the fitness of a strategy, typically measured by the long-term growth rate of a lineage [13]. This growth rate can often not be observed. Therefore, researchers use proxies, such as survival and reproductive success (e.g., [14]) or their correlates, such as access to mates and social status (e.g., [15]). We use the term ‘adaptation’ in this biological sense. Thus, if a person living in hostile conditions develops vigilance for protection or antisocial behavior to gain social status or access to mates, these responses may be adaptive, even when they imply costs to health and well-being [8,16,17].

However, studies of hidden talents have not measured adaptive outcomes. They have quantified performance on tasks. For instance, children who have been physically abused are able to detect threats (e.g., angry facial expression) faster and more accurately than children who have not been abused [18–20]. The original authors of this work did not speculate about adaptive value, but we have argued that these abilities are adaptive [3,4]. We have made the same argument for findings showing that individuals who have been physically and/or sexually abused may develop enhanced abilities for memorizing threats relevant to their trauma [21,22], as well as for findings showing that insecurely attached 3-year-old boys were better able to recall negative events but worse at recalling positive events than were securely attached boys [23]. However, our assumption has yet to be tested. To our knowledge, no studies have yet demonstrated a link between hidden talents and adaptive outcomes. We would like to add that, in our own preliminary study, we unexpectedly found that people from a community sample exposed to more violence were both slower and less accurate at detecting threat ([24], although see [25], which reported faster task performance in children living near a location where recent violent crime had occurred).

Future research could examine whether people achieve real-world benefits from their hidden talents. For example, are people who are skilled at detecting and memorizing threats in a dangerous neighborhood less likely to be attacked or get hurt? One may counter that hidden talents offer benefits without currently increasing fitness. A person might accrue resources, but not survival or reproductive benefits, in contemporary environments, even though accruing resources increased fitness over evolutionary time. We agree. Alternatively, one may counter that developing hidden talents is without any benefit in contemporary societies. This position makes testing the putative benefits of hidden talents difficult. Therefore, we prefer to assume that hidden talents on average benefit people in their contexts, either directly in terms of survival and reproduction, or indirectly in terms of the perquisites of fitness, such as social status and resource acquisition.

The challenge of linking behaviors to adaptive outcomes is, of course, not unique to the hidden talents approach. It also applies to other approaches that focus on biological adaptation (e.g., evolutionary psychology or behavioral ecology). Future research on hidden talents may look to methods used by these approaches for measuring adaptive outcomes.

**Challenge 2: Mapping Dimensions of Adversity to Cognitive Abilities**

It is often not straightforward which traits are adaptive in which conditions. For instance, research shows that people living in poverty, who are more often exposed to adversity (including social subordination), may show greater attunement to other people and to social relationships. They might be more accurate at inferring the emotional states of other people and show greater compassion [26], and also be better able to understand change and uncertainty in social relationships [27]. Also, anxiously attached people may be good at detecting deception [28,29], and previously institutionalized, adopted youth may be better at making decisions about which people to trust than their never-institutionalized, nonadopted peers [30].
In our own work, we have found mixed evidence for enhanced social-cognitive abilities. For instance, college students exposed to more adversity were better at detecting deception on only one of several measures, and this finding did not replicate in a more socioeconomically diverse community sample [31]. A different study of the same community sample found that people with more violence exposure in their current environment were equally good, or even better, at memorizing social-dominance relationships. However, for these individuals, childhood exposure to violence predicted the opposite: impaired memory for social-dominance relationships [32]. Although the studies described in this section have not reported sex differences, exploring such differences may be a fruitful direction for future research [33,34]. For instance, skills underlying ‘fight or flight’ may be more relevant for males and ‘tend and befriend’ for females [35].

It is possible that, for socially subordinated people, enhanced empathic accuracy may promote behavioral prediction and management of external social forces, including people that influence their life outcomes [36]. However, how do we know that this ability is not equally beneficial among high-status individuals? Moreover, there are also costs to investing time and energy in understanding other people, and these costs may be greater for people who have less ‘mental bandwidth’ or reserve capacity due to pressing immediate needs [37]. Thus, knowing what traits are adaptive in which conditions is not trivial. It often requires a cost–benefit analysis that involves multiple factors and processes. Evolutionary biologists solve this challenge by building formal models that explore the conditions in which different cognitive or behavioral strategies are adaptive [38]. The hidden talents approach could also benefit from such modeling.

Consider the effects of harshness and unpredictability on cognitive development and behavior. Harshness can be defined as age-specific rates of disability and death, and unpredictability as random variation in harshness over space or time [39]. Both harsh and unpredictability are stressful, but should they favor the same responses? On the one hand, both may favor high levels of vigilance; to prepare for danger versus to anticipate potential changes in the environment. On the other, they may enhance different abilities because they pose different challenges, which require different abilities to solve. Formal modeling helps to clarify which responses are adaptive depending on the specific parameters of the environment [38,40]. For the study of hidden talents, relevant parameters may include how harshness affects different age groups and whether unpredictability occurs over short timescales (e.g., escalation of conflict over seconds) or long timescales (e.g., changing levels of neighborhood violence over months or years).

**Challenge 3: Teasing Apart the Effects of Developmental and Current Conditions**

Even if we know which abilities are adaptive in particular conditions, an open question is: do the types of hidden talents that develop, and when these abilities develop, depend on the timing of adversity exposures? Which abilities are enhanced by early-life conditions, which ones by a combination of early-life and current conditions, and which ones by current conditions (Figure 2)? There is currently no well-developed theory for addressing these questions. However, there are some initial empirical findings.

Research suggests that people who have experienced unpredictable childhood conditions develop enhanced abilities for shifting attention ([41,42], but see [43]) and for updating working memory ([44], see also [43]). In some studies, these abilities manifest irrespective of the current conditions; in others, they manifest only under psychological stress, induced through experimental manipulation of uncertainty. Related sensitization effects have been reported in nonhuman animals. For instance, only when tested under demanding conditions (characterized by the elevated glucocorticoid levels typical of an active stress response), rat pups of low-caring mothers (high
developmental stress) outperform pups of high-caring mothers (low developmental stress) on tasks requiring learning and memory of currently fearful contexts [45,46] and learning to associate neutral stimuli with frightening stimuli [47]. Under basal (nondemanding) conditions, pups of high-caring mothers performed better on the same tests.

Overall, some studies report effects of early conditions, others interactive effects of early and current conditions, and still others effects of current conditions. The hidden talents approach currently lacks theory to predict which of these responses to expect in any given case. Progress could come, again, from building formal models that explore the benefits and costs of each of these responses in different environmental conditions and for different mental abilities [40]. It could also come from better integration of knowledge from related disciplines, such as neuroscience. For instance, research shows that acute stress influences distinct memory systems in different ways. Specifically, acute stress causes a shift from top-down explicit (hippocampal-prefrontal dependent) memory systems to bottom-up procedural (striatum-dependent) systems [48–50]. Consideration of this process may inform, for instance, new predictions about the roles of early and current conditions in producing the finding that people in poverty display similar [48] or enhanced [51] performance on some procedural memory tasks, compared with people in affluence.

Generally, there is scope for more synergy with developmental neuroscience (see [52] for a thoughtful discussion). This field is accumulating knowledge about the neurobiological consequences of exposures to different dimensions of adversity, which can provide an avenue for generating hypotheses about the ways in which different dimensions of adversity may enhance mental abilities, alongside potential impairments that these exposures may cause. For instance, research shows that neglect (omission) and physical abuse (commission) may lead to different kinds of cognitive and physiological impairments [9–12]. Future research may explore whether these adverse exposures also lead to different cognitive enhancements (although see [53]).

Figure 2. How Exposure to Adversity Might Shape a Specific Ability. There are at least three distinct ways of thinking about how adversity shapes the development of abilities. (A) Early adversity shapes the development of abilities, resulting in enhanced, intact, or impaired performance; (B) current adversity exposure affects abilities, irrespective of developmental exposures; or (C) the interaction between early and current adversity affects performance.
Challenge 4: Predictions When Adaptation and Impairment Operate in Concert

Let us assume we are designing the perfect study: based on formal modeling and knowledge from other fields, we have developed a clear hypothesis about which specific dimensions of the environment enhance particular cognitive abilities. The question arises: what does this hypothesis predict about variation in performance both within and between individuals? Consider the hypothesis that violence exposure enhances people’s ability to detect danger. If adaptation were the only process, a between-person comparison would be suitable: we would expect people who had more exposure to violence to be better at detecting threats than people who had less exposure to violence. However, adaptation may not be the only process. Exposure to violence may cause impairment, for instance, through the effects of toxic stress (e.g., allostatic load) or via the direct impact of physical trauma to the brain. If impairment and adaptation processes operate in parallel, people whose cognition has been enhanced by adversity may not outperform people whose cognition has not been enhanced by adversity (Figure 3 and Box 2).

Figure 3. Detecting Hidden Talents in Data. The hidden talents program focuses on abilities that are enhanced through adversity. If an ability is enhanced, people exposed to adversity may perform better on a task measuring this ability compared with people who have not had such exposures. However, this is not always the case. It depends on how impairment and adaptation processes jointly affect performance. Four potential interaction patterns are depicted in (A–D). (A) and (B) show that people who have been exposed to adversity perform better on stress-adapted abilities, both within and across individuals. By contrast, (C) and (D) depict a within-person effect, only. In this scenario, had we only measured stress-adapted abilities, without comparing them with safe-adapted abilities, we would have concluded impairment only and missed signatures of adaptation that emerge in the within-person comparison. For a complete picture, we need to compare not only performance across individuals, but also different abilities within the same person.
In some cases, a viable solution might be to control for indicators of impairment (e.g., psychopathology), but this strategy has caveats (Box 3). First, such covariates might control for certain kinds of impairment but not others. Second, due to task impurity (i.e., performance on any task depends on multiple cognitive processes), we might inadvertently factor out variance on the hidden talents task that results from stress-adapted abilities. Third, there may be true overlap between stress-adapted abilities and trauma, including associated psychopathology.

An empirical example can illustrate this. In one study, people who had been exposed to trauma, independent of whether they additionally developed post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), showed more flexibility in implementing cognitive control and, thus, higher adaptability to their immediate environment compared with people who had not been exposed ([54], see also [55]). This relation was dose dependent, with more frequent exposures to more severe trauma being associated with more flexible cognitive control. It is possible, although it has not been empirically demonstrated, that other (anxiety- or mood-related) psychopathologies mediate this effect. If those psychopathologies are more common among people exposed to more severe trauma, then controlling for PTSD (which is also more common among more highly traumatized individuals), or excluding individuals with PTSD from the sample, would reduce the scope for detecting enhanced cognitive control abilities. Thus, there may be costs to controlling for psychopathology. Despite these caveats, controlling for impairment may be appropriate in some cases.

**Challenge 5: Study Designs That Allow Hidden Talents to Manifest**

Some studies of hidden talents have used within-person designs. These studies have compared a single ability (e.g., memory) in different conditions (e.g., concrete versus abstract stimuli) or in different contexts (e.g., settings that vary in the extent to which they minimize the reality of daily stressors and uncertainties). The expectation is that people from stressful environments benefit more from particular types of content or context than people from nonstressful environments. Other studies have compared two abilities (e.g., inhibition versus attention shifting) in different
Box 3. Conceptually Distinct but Empirically Correlated Dimensions of Adversity

A guiding assumption of the hidden talents research program is that stress-adapted abilities enable one to function (survive, obtain resources, and navigate significant challenges) within the constraints imposed by harsh, unpredictable environments. Thus, pursuing research on hidden talents involves measuring exposures to harsh and/or unpredictable environments, as well as obtaining samples that represent meaningful variation in such environments. Accomplishing these tasks involves two particular challenges related to the co-occurrence of adversity exposures.

The first involves distinguishing between different adversity exposures. The hidden talents approach focuses on specific dimensions of stress, rather than on general indices of adversity (such as cumulative risk scores), and attempts to link these dimensions to relevant stress-adapted abilities. However, testing for effects of specific dimensions of childhood stress is challenging because different types of adversity tend to co-occur. Although it would be valuable to study individuals who have only experienced one kind of adversity in isolation (e.g., violence exposure with minimal unpredictability), it is not feasible to recruit such specialized samples. Therefore, research on hidden talents inevitably tests for effects of specific dimensions of stress despite their co-occurrence with other dimensions. Addressing this issue may involve controlling for co-occurring stress exposures, to determine whether specific experiences uniquely shape specific stress-adapted abilities. In some cases, the causality of specific stress exposures could be examined in experimental research with nonhuman animals (as in research with bonnet macaques that clearly distinguished between harsh versus unpredictable foraging conditions [95]).

The second challenge involves identifying appropriate samples for testing hidden talents. A central assumption of the hidden talents perspective is that adversity exposures lead to the development of stress-adapted abilities. However, normative experiences of adversity may co-occur with other experiences and with conditions that can impair, rather than shape, mental abilities (e.g., developmental disabilities, histories of head trauma, or substance abuse). Such background experiences and conditions could counteract any social or cognitive enhancements resulting from normative exposures to harsh or unpredictable conditions. Careful research methods are needed to study developmental adaptations to stress separate from impairments resulting from undue environmental insults, lifestyle choices, or other harmful dysfunctions. This may necessitate excluding individuals with such impairments and/or recruiting samples that minimize their occurrence (e.g., preadolescent samples who do not yet have extensive substance exposure). However, in some instances, this strategy could result in a biased sample, because people who have lower levels of mental functioning might be more likely to incur such impairments, even before these impairments negatively affect mental abilities.

As noted earlier, the hidden talents approach assumes that people perform best in test settings and using stimuli that match the way they are using their abilities in the real world. This assumption was inspired by research from cultural psychology showing, for instance, that economically disadvantaged Brazilian children could solve mathematical problems, quickly and accurately, on the market (where they sell goods to make a living), but less well in a classroom setting [56]. This result was recently replicated with working children in India (A.V. Banerjee et al., unpublished data, 2017). Schliemann and Carraher [56] note about their participants: ‘Their failure in school arithmetic arises not through cognitive deficits, but rather from troubles in adopting written symbolic systems and procedures’ ([56], pp. 250–251). Children with fewer resources may use alternative strategies to solve mathematical problems. For instance, they
may use successive addition instead of multiplication [57], and may benefit more from relying on pictures rather than words [58]. Children living on the streets in South Africa [59] and Bolivia [60] may also show enhancements in aspects of creativity, such as the ability to generate alternative solutions to problems, compared with children not living on the streets ([61], but see [62]).

Ecological validity has myriad dimensions: stimulus content, stimulus format, response format, test setting, psychological state, incentives, and so on. To date, most studies have varied several of these dimensions simultaneously and demonstrated enhanced performance in more ecologically valid settings [63]. Future research needs to examine the separate contributions of each dimension as well as interactions between dimensions. Generally, the field needs more research that determines the contexts that optimize the performance of stress-adapted individuals [3,4,64,65]. As Barbara Rogoff and colleagues noted: ‘A challenge for future research is looking for strengths in all populations and designing learning situations and assessments in ways that build on and build toward the strengths of all’ ([66], p. 885).

We should also consider the possibility that ecological validity does not always improve performance. In a recent well-powered and preregistered analysis of an existing data set [national standardized tests administered in schools across 58 countries (total N = 5 501 165)], students from low socioeconomic backgrounds performed substantially ‘worse’ on items that were more ecologically valid (e.g., about money) than on items that were less ecologically valid (e.g., purely numerical) (M.M.E. Muskens, PhD thesis, Maastricht University, 2019)ii. Moreover, another study recently obtained the same result in three data setsiii. There is experimental research underway that can provide insight into this surprising finding.

**Challenge 6: Ranking Performance on Tasks Measuring Hidden Talents**

Which criteria should be used to determine whether people show enhanced performance on a cognitive task? Research on hidden talents has emphasized the need to use objective benchmarks for performance, such as speed or accuracy [3,4]. If two people provide the same responses on a task, but one solved this task faster or more accurately, that person has an edge. However, other examples are less clear-cut. For instance, response bias (e.g., erring on the side of caution) may lead to higher payoffs when the costs of one error (e.g., failing to detect a real threat) exceed those of another (e.g., perceiving a threat that is not actually there) [67–70]. Indeed, response bias is commonly reported in studies showing that people with more exposure to violence are more likely to attribute hostile intent to friendly or ambiguous vignettes, pictures, or videos [71–73].

If response bias leads to a higher payoff, should we refer to this bias as a hidden talent? We are still wrestling with this question, but our tentative answer is ‘no’. Consider an extreme case: a person who always perceives danger, irrespective of whether danger is present, maximizes payoffs (due to asymmetric costs of errors). This person’s cognition is functional, but in our view not skilled. We prefer to reserve the term ‘hidden talents’ for abilities that lead to enhanced accuracy, speed, and so on. However, our definition is not without problems. For instance, there may be cases where stress exposures enhance accuracy or speed at a cost to payoffs. If we call this a ‘hidden talent’, even though this response is less functional than response bias, there is friction with our assumption that hidden talents are produced by adaptive developmental mechanisms. Future theoretical work should address this issue. Regardless of definitions, hidden talents research should start using formal optimality modeling to compute optimal levels of bias and accuracy. Such models may be built, for instance, using the framework of signal detection theory with sequential decisions [74], combined with Bayesian updating [75].
Concluding Remarks

The hidden talents program is a new approach that focuses on social and cognitive abilities that are enhanced by adversity. This approach complements the existing models of development under stress, which have focused primarily on deficits. To date, some results support the hidden talents approach, others contradict it, and still others provide mixed evidence. This pattern of results is noteworthy in relation to the broader literature, which has nearly exclusively reported deficits in people living in adverse conditions. There is much scope for future research to advance knowledge (see Outstanding Questions).

The hidden talents approach is building connections with other strength-based approaches (B.J. Ellis et al., unpublished data, 2020), such as resilience research, which focuses on the protective factors that enable people who live in adverse conditions to make the most of their challenging life circumstances [76,77]; positive youth development and social justice approaches that develop policy and interventions that harness strengths alongside addressing vulnerabilities [78,79]; and the successful intelligence approach, which seeks to document the abilities that people need to achieve their life goals within a specific cultural context [63]. We expect connections between strength-based approaches to grow in the coming years, as well as their connections with deficit approaches. Together, these perspectives are well equipped to develop strong ties with the other biological and social sciences, advancing consilience, the integration of all sciences [80].
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Outstanding Questions

What attention, learning, memory, reasoning, problem-solving, and decision-making abilities are enhanced by exposure to adversity?

How do we tease apart the effects of conceptually distinct but empirically correlated dimensions of adversity?

Do the types of hidden talents that develop, and when these abilities develop, depend on the timing of adversity exposures?

Which abilities are enhanced by early-life conditions, which ones by a combination of early-life and current conditions, and which ones by current conditions?

Which abilities are enhanced by environmental harshness, which ones by environmental unpredictability, and which ones by a combination of both?

What exactly distinguishes a hidden talent from other adaptations that develop in response to adverse conditions?

Which statistical criteria should be used to determine whether people show enhanced performance on a cognitive task? If response bias leads to a higher payoff, should we refer to this bias as a hidden talent?

What do hypotheses about hidden talents predict about variation in performance both within and between individuals when impairment and adaptation operate in concert?

In terms of test settings and materials, which dimensions of ecological validity enhance or impair the expression of hidden talents?

How can the adaptive value of hidden talents be tested in the real world?

How can utilizing hidden talents help people from adverse conditions in education and the workplace?

When is it appropriate in studies of hidden talents to statistically control for, or to exclude individuals on the basis of, impairments or psychopathology?
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